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After the crowd had dispersed, a rare bitter smile appeared on Shen Sihai's face, and then he went forward to untie his
brother.
After taking out the cloth stuffed in his mouth, Shen Zhiqiu said, "People are getting more and more unqualified
nowadays, can't they just stop gagging, I can't run!"

Hearing these words. Shen Sihai, who was untying him, couldn't help but roll his eyes, he knew too well what kind of
temper his brother had!
"You don't have to do that, I'm the one who said that, otherwise you'd be saying that you'd give them a lot of money to
let you run away!"

Their Shen family was not considered a small family in this part of Hedong. If he, the third master, did not honour his
words, it would be considered to have tarnished the reputation of their Shen family.
So several times before, Shen Zhiqiu fooled around and said that he would give people as much money as he could. The
other side let him go, and they all delivered on this matter.
After a long time, many people deliberately used this way to ask for more money from the Shen family so that they could
leave Hedong.
Shen Zhiqiu looked at his second brother and smiled heatedly, then climbed up from the stretcher and after slightly
moving his wrist curiously spoke: "Has the old man eaten today, do you want me to go in and keep him company?"
Shen Feng frowned, it was only at this time that he could think of the old man, whenever he was about to be disciplined
he used the old man as an excuse to escape, gradually he was getting a bit used to it.
Seeing that Shen Zhiqiu was like this again this time, he spoke somewhat helplessly, "It's inside, second brother, you go
and give them the money, I'll take third brother in to accompany the old master for dinner."

Shen Sihai nodded slightly after hearing this and left. And Shen Zhiqiu shrank his neck as he followed behind Shen Feng,
knowing that his elder brother would definitely take this opportunity to teach himself a good lesson again.
As expected, not even two steps later, Shen Feng sighed lightly and said, "You're not too young, can't you do something
decent?
Shen Zhiqiu skimmed her lips, thinking in her heart that her second brother was not too busy, he was just eating, drinking
and playing all day long, and moving his lips.

Although he thought so, he nodded respectfully in order to avoid his big brother's continued chanting, "I know, big
brother, tomorrow I will start learning how to do things, how about studying in your company for a while first?"

Shen Feng originally just wanted to educate this naughty brother. But after hearing these words from the other side, his
whole person could not help but freeze.
He slowly turned around to look at Shen Zhiqiu and said with some surprise, "You, are you serious? I heard right, you
said you want to come to my company and learn to do something?"

Since he was a child, this was the first time Shen Zhiqiu had ever acted like she wanted to do something, so he was a bit
shocked.
Shen Zhiqiu also knew that he might scare his elder brother by suddenly saying this, and now he looked at the expression
on his face as he had predicted.
So he laughed out loud and nodded, "Yes, you heard me right, I really want to do something, but I don't like what my
second brother is doing, that's why I want to do something in your company."

Shen Feng seemed to be still in shock and hadn't come back to his senses even after he had almost walked to the
restaurant.
While he was silent, Shen Zhiqiu saw Shen Qingzhi sitting at the dining table, waiting for them with some boredom.
She ran up to him as soon as her eyes lit up. He leaned over behind Shen Qingzhi and said, "My little nephew, I really
missed you. How was your day at school?"

Shen Qingzhi was a bit used to his third uncle's lack of tune, and looking at his playful face, he said indifferently, "Third
uncle, you're running around again, I'm starving to death because of you."

The family will not be able to eat unless they come back, but they are still running around every day. What kind of look
is that?
Shen Feng looked at his brother who was playing happily with his son, shook his head in silence before sitting down and
frowning, "Alright, stop it, Qingzhi, go and invite grandpa over for dinner."
Shen Qingzhi nodded after hearing this, and then hurriedly got up and walked to the inner room to help the old man, who
was thought to have white hair, out.
Seeing the old man appear. Shen Feng and Shen Zhiqiu hurriedly collected themselves and then nodded respectfully to the
old man.
The old man looked at Shen Feng and gave a cold hum, then smiled at Shen Zhiqiu and said, "You're back, come on, sit
down and eat."

When Shen Zhiqiu heard this, a smile appeared on her face and she said, "Thank you dad, by the way, second brother
hasn't come in yet, why don't we wait for second brother?"

"What are you waiting for? Sit down and eat, he's so big that he needs to be called for dinner."
Shen Feng sighed lightly, he was used to this father who always favoured his younger brother.
So he nodded after hearing the old man's words and ordered, "The old man is out. Serve the food and have the people
below bring it all up."

The subordinate slowly retreated after whispering a promise, and soon Shen Sihai also walked in. Then he bowed to the
old man before sitting down.
Looking at the table, the old man frowned at Shen Feng and said, "Where is Su Qin, why don't you let her come out to
eat?"
When Shen Feng heard this, he was about to reply. When he heard this, his son, Shen Qingzhi, got up and said, "Mum is
not feeling well today, she has a headache. She is resting."

The old man looked at his grandson and nodded with a smile before sighing, "This old problem of Suqin's keeps going
on like this, it's a bit tiring for her, why don't we ask someone to take a look at her some other time."

Although Shen Sihai was a bit ruthless, he took extra care of his family and heard the old man's words.
He smiled bitterly and said, "We've already asked all the famous doctors in Hedong, besides, you know what's wrong
with your sister-in-law, which can't be cured by these mediocre doctors."

Looking at the scene, Shen Zhiqiu laughed bitterly and then looked at the old man and said, "Dad, I'm going to learn how
to do things from my elder brother tomorrow, what do you think?"

When the people who were eating heard this, they all could not help but look as if they were shocked, and Master Shen
was even choked up.
He put down his chopsticks and looked at Shen Zhiqiu for a long time in silence before saying in disbelief, "What you
just said, is it true?"

Shen Zhiqiu looked at the crowd and smiled, putting away the cynicism on his face gradually became somewhat serious.
"I know you and big brother and second brother have always wanted me to take up the family business, but you didn't

want to force me, that's why you let me go for so many years, now my son has figured it out, what's wrong with that?"
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Elder Shen fell silent after hearing this, and looked at Shen Zhiqiu with more than a hint of emotion in his eyes.

If it wasn't for the presence of his eldest son, Shen Feng, and his second son, Shen Sihai, he was afraid that he would have
forced his youngest son to step forward and take on the family business.
Now since he has taken the initiative to say that he wants to share the burden. That would naturally be the best thing to do.
After looking at his brother, Shen Feng followed suit and said, "Yes dad, when he came in just now, his brother also told
me that he intended to share a bit of the pressure for me."

Shen Sihai looked at the old man and then at his brother before shaking his head with a bitter smile. In his heart, he felt
a little less than generous.
"Brother, you've let your second brother take care of you for so long for nothing. You don't even know to help your
second brother share the burden, alas, your second brother is a bit sad!"

Looking at the smiling look on her second brother's face, she did not look angry in the slightest.
Shen Zhiqiu spat out her tongue and then said, "Don't, second brother, I'm just not used to what you're doing, so I'm just
following big brother to gain some experience first.

Hearing these words, Elder Shen laughed and nodded, "Good, good, eat and eat. After eating, you can talk to your elder
brother and let him teach you slowly, so that you can live up to the name of the three greats of the Shen family, hahaha!"
Shen Zhiqiu smiled and bowed to the old man, then nodded as he looked at his elder brother Shen Feng's happy face.
Shen Qingzhi also smiled after sitting aside and watching his third uncle and his own father, and waited until he finished
eating before going to do his homework.
Although the school teachers did not dare to force these students, they did assign homework, and Shen Qingzhi was also
very serious about his studies.
After finishing the meal, Elder Shen explained a few words to Shen Feng and left to rest, after all, he was getting old. The
family business was also handed over to his son, and now he just fishes every day as a pastime.
The three brothers of the Shen family sat together, the elder brother Shen Feng and the second brother Shen Sihai, around
the fireplace.
Winter has just passed and the weather is still a little chilly in the east of the river, especially at night when the temperature
is low, so the Shen family's cooker is still burning.
Shen Sihai smokes a cigarette and looks at the flames burning in the fireplace. His eyes were a little misty.
"Third brother, are you really planning to start taking over the family business. You know we're in Hedong and these
things aren't as easy as you think."

After Shen Feng said these words with some concern, he took a deep drag of his cigarette and then exhaled quietly.

Shen Sihai also nodded along in silence at this time. Then after glancing sideways at his younger brother he said in a deep
voice, "That's right, now that we have two people in the Shen family, your elder brother and I, we have already caused
some people to be wary."

Shen Zhiqiu naturally knew what his two brothers were worried about, so he laughed lightly twice before saying, "I know.
But don't worry guys, I reckon I'll most likely leave here after a while and go to Chu Jiang to see what's going on."
Hearing the name Chu Jiang, Shen Feng fell somewhat silent.
As the current patriarch of the He Dong Shen family, he naturally knew what was happening in Chu Jiang by heart.
But the fact that this younger brother of his also knew about this matter of Chu Jiang, this could not help but cause some
thoughts in his mind.
"How did you know about Chu Jiang, did someone say something to you?"
Shen Sihai also looked at Shen Zhiqiu sensitively at this time and said, "No matter what you have heard. This matter of
Chu Jiang is definitely not something you are allowed to get involved in, our He Dong Shen family only needs to
manage He Dong well enough."
Looking at the two brothers who did not allow themselves to go to Chu Jiang. Shen Zhiqiu shook her head before
speaking with a smile on her face, "No, no, no, I must go to Chu Jiang. And in order to lower some people's vigilance,
I will pretend to have an angry breakup with you guys and leave."

After saying these words. He did not wait for Shen Feng and Shen Sihai to speak then continued, "I know that father has
always considered the Shen clan family as his faith, and this matter of pursuing the bloodline of the Shen clan family,
father has never put it down either."
Shen Sihai fell silent after hearing this, and something happened to come to mind, so he couldn't help but look at Shen
Zhiqiu and said, "Did you go to Chujiang for that news?"
Shen Zhiqiu looked at his second brother after hearing this and nodded with a smile, while Shen Feng was silent for a
moment and then spoke with some confusion, "What news, how come I don't know?"
"The news that came over some time ago said that a great battle broke out between Chu Jiang Shen Haoting and Shen

Tianyang Xieyang Valley, and this matter involved the only bloodline of the Shen clan family, which seems to be called
something like Jiang Hao."
After saying this, Shen Sihai shook his head helplessly and said, "But it has been nearly a year since this incident happened,
and the news from our side is rather closed."

At this time, Shen Zhiqiu spoke unconcernedly, "It doesn't matter, do you guys think I'm really just hanging around all
day long."

Looking at Shen Feng and his second brother's puzzled expressions, Shen Zhiqiu smiled somewhat smugly and spoke, "I
heard that the only bloodline of the Shen clan family has appeared in the northern province again, but the matter of Shen
Tianyang's extermination seems to have aroused the discontent of the thirteenth branch."
Shen Feng nodded in silence after listening and said in a gruff voice, "It looks like what happened to the Shen Clan
Family back then is really related to this Shen Tianyang!"

When he thought of this, anger erupted in his eyes, as if he wanted to kill that bastard in front of Shen Tianyang
immediately!
Shen Sihai shook his head slightly and said in a deep voice, "Wait, there is nothing strange about it being related to Shen
Tianyang, but there is definitely more than one Shen Tianyang in the Zong family's matter, there must be someone else
in it, the Zong family will not be destroyed overnight."
Thinking of what his father had told them back then, Shen Feng also fell silent as he listened.
Shen Zhiqiu looked at his two brothers' somewhat hesitant expressions before smiling and speaking, "So I plan to ask

you guys to put on a show with me and expel me from the Shen family, then I will go to Chujiang to get close to Shen
Tianyang and get the truth about what happened back then from him."
After saying this, Shen Zhiqiu smiled before speaking, "As for the only bloodline of the Zong family, if my calculations
are correct, he must be near the rest of the branch families, it is possible that he is in our Hedong at this time."

Shen Sihai closed his eyes and put himself in Jiang Hao's position to consider for a while, then opened his eyes and spoke,
"That's right, if I were him, the most important thing I need to be concerned about at this time is to see who will be the
first to step out and help Shen Tianyang."

Thinking of this, he looked towards Shen Feng and spoke, "Big brother, we can't manage anywhere else during this
recent period, but if it's Hedong, it's best to closely check the people entering the country, there might be the only
bloodline of the Zong family among them."

